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About This Content

This is the soundtrack to Runers, written by Andrew James Livingston. It's a top-down Rogue-style game featuring endlessly
changing gameplay. The soundtrack somewhat reflects the customizability, as it varies greatly between stages. Many feature the

sounds of orchestra, piano, and hip hop drum kits, along with a wide array of electronic synthesizers.

The soundtrack contains 23 songs totalling 57 minutes of music.

To view the soundtrack, right click on Runers in your game list, go to "properties", go to the "local files" tab, and click "browse
local files". The soundtrack will be in the "Soundtrack" folder.

Track List:

Runers (Original Soundtrack) - 01 - Menu
Runers (Original Soundtrack) - 02 - Cave
Runers (Original Soundtrack) - 03 - Root
Runers (Original Soundtrack) - 04 - Mine

Runers (Original Soundtrack) - 05 - Boss 1
Runers (Original Soundtrack) - 06 - Ruin
Runers (Original Soundtrack) - 07 - Ice
Runers (Original Soundtrack) - 08 - Fire

Runers (Original Soundtrack) - 09 - Boss 2
Runers (Original Soundtrack) - 10 - Nether
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Runers (Original Soundtrack) - 11 - Altar
Runers (Original Soundtrack) - 12 - Inferno
Runers (Original Soundtrack) - 13 - Boss 3
Runers (Original Soundtrack) - 14 - Final

Runers (Original Soundtrack) - 15 - Boss 4
Runers (Original Soundtrack) - 16 - Boss 5

Runers (Original Soundtrack) - 17 - Challenge
Runers (Original Soundtrack) - 18 - Event 1
Runers (Original Soundtrack) - 19 - Event 2
Runers (Original Soundtrack) - 20 - Credits

Runers (Original Soundtrack) - 21 - Boss 1 Chippified
Runers (Original Soundtrack) - 22 - Boss 2 Chippified
Runers (Original Soundtrack) - 23 - Boss 3 Chippified
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This is a really solid, cute little platformer with a hook mechanic and low-res art style. Controls are keyboard to move and
mouse to attack and aim the hook. The character movement is quick and not the easiest for precision platforming, but the game
(mostly) doesn't demand anything beyond the tools it gives you. The story and dialogue is adorable.

It's a one-sitting game, so the $9 price tag might seem like a high ask, but if you're looking for a fun speedrun project, I
recommend giving it a look. You could stretch the 1-2 hour playtime to dozens of hours trying to get to the top of the
leaderboard (or especially do full game runs). I really enjoyed it.. The "whip" thing was sometimes not appearing in order to
grab the cube. No guide or tutorial on how to play.. the developers stopped updating the game. avoid avoid avoid.. I'm not sure
why I enjoyed this game.

I played it because someone suggested it to me for the super easy acheivement, which you can complete in just 10 minutes by
reaching the end of the game and then clicking the credits box on the main menu. (+1 perfect game!)

The music in this game was very nice. I'm honestly not sure what was happening until the end, but even then it made very little
sense. After killing yourself, you are presented with a white screen in which you can type. Now, this made no sense, but after
sending your message, you get to see stars, and if you mouse over the individual stars you can see the messages other players
have typed in.

Now, I don't understand the practicality of this feature, but its interesting nonetheless.

The graphics are decent and the game ran quite well on my low end laptop. A big thing for me is atmosphere and music, and this
game did great with executing that.

A lot of this game made no sense, and it was very short, but I recommend playing and it is an interesting experience.

8.7\/10. This game's pretty neat. It's not a full-fledged racer with AI opponents and weapons or anything, but $5 really isn't
asking a lot for what you get here. It's a pretty solid endless runner that, while not having much to offer, has some great core
mechanics. The controls in particular are really good, they're responsive and fluid and it feels great to dance around obstacles
and grind along walls at breakneck speeds. It's also a really pretty game to look at; like RadPanda said, this game looks like
straight up sex on a 144hz monitor. While I can't see myself playing this for hours and hours at a time, it's a ton of fun in short
bursts and ends up being a great way to kill a bit of time. No game-breaking bugs or crummy presentation here; DriftForce is a
polished, well-made, and fairly priced indie game. I'd love to see a few new game modes or mechanics in future updates, maybe
along with just a tad more track variation, but the game is already definitely in a state where it's easy to recommend. If you're a
fan of anti-grav racers and endless runners, this game's for you.
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Ok first off I know it is EA I get it ... Needs alot of work. but as an EA it is just not worth the price, great concept great
execution but still alot of bugs. Don't know if a team or a single dev, that being said I will continue to watch and play and see if
any of the kinks are worked out...1. the bow sites need ajusting, 2. the raft is great if you want a head ache quick, 3.the
resources like bone I never ever found. Changing to thumbs down, more broken then before cannot see build menu after placing
blue print down... It IS NOT tower defence game. It is just bad design shooter. I will consider to buy it when price will drop to
0.20$. Not worth even one cent more.. 3\/10!

Open game then close game = all achievements.. This is a waste of money. Don't buy it.. The DLC's and lack of content killed
what could have been an amazing game.. floor is a thing. Good set. You might get some looks and questions from other players.
Generally the newer ones, asking if you do competitions, as you look as though you have sponsors.

To give some perspective on in-game "closest to"equivalent items and requirements: T=Tackle\/L=Line

SportFishing (T4) Cap: There are no in-game purchaseable caps\/hats. So this is a bonus.
SportFishing (T12\/L3) Jacket: At Level 14 you can purchase a T10\/L3 vest, and at Level 20 a T15\/L2
SportFishing 5 Rod Case: At level 12 you can get a 3 rod case, and at level 18 a 7 rod case.
(note the 7 rod case is 150 baitcoins)
SportFishing (T50\/L7) BackPack: You wont get this kind of capacity until you get to level 26, even then its going to cost you
75 baitcoins. It's a T50\/L5 plus 3 rods. Better soundtrack than undertale.. First expansion pack on console to my knowledge.
We always felt Sonic 3 was unfinished and we aren't sure if this was planned, but it seemed like it in retrospect. Some of those
levels had parts we knew for a fact were there but you couldn't get to until the expansion. Besides that it felt rushed and
truncated. The expansion made up for it, but I'm sure at high cost to my mom. lol. The expansion was pure magic. Like the
coolest thing ever.. I think I was born to save Dodos…
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